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 indirect speech<br> indirect speech<br><br>. The indirect questions require you to use an "indirect speech", which is formed
by putting the auxiliary verb "to be" in front of the infinitive phrase of the verb in the main clause. You need to use the indirect
speech in the subordinate clause. Here are the indirect speech forms for the verbs "to be" in English:<br> "be" is used for "be

strong" (be strong).<br> "be" is used for "be angry" (be angry).<br> "be" is used for "be healthy" (be healthy).<br> "be" is used
for "be stupid" (be stupid).<br><br>. The indirect speech is used when you want to show how you are feeling when you are in

the situation expressed in the main clause. Here are the direct questions:<br> "how are you?"<br> "what do you think about my
result?"<br> "How is your health?"<br> "How do you feel?"<br> <br>. The indirect questions are used when you want to ask

someone else about something.<br> "What do you think about my result?"<br> "How are you?"<br> "How do you
feel?"<br><br>. The indirect speech is used when you want to say to someone that you have something to ask or tell them, for

example, "I want to ask you a question."<br> "I want to ask you if you are happy".<br> "I want to ask you what you think about
my result."<br> "I want to ask you how you feel".<br>. The indirect speech is used when you want to say to someone that

something is going to happen, for example, "I will ask you for a dance."<br> "I will ask you to dance".< 82157476af
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